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Abstract 
We prove that each simple planar graph G whose all faces are quadrilaterals can be decom- 
posed into two disjoint trees Tr and Tb such that V(Tr) = V(G - u) and V(Tb) : V(G - v) for 
any two non-adjacent vertices u and v of G. 
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Schnyder proved in [2] that each triangulated planar graph G can be decomposed 
into three edge disjoint trees. If instead triangles all faces of G are quadrilaterals and 
G is without loops and multiple edges we show that two trees are sufficient. 
The following two simple lemmas given without proofs are necessary for the main 
result. 
Lemma 1. I f  G is a planar 9raph on n (n~>4) vertices whose all faces are quadri- 
laterals then IE(G)I -- 2n - 4. 
Lemma 2. I f  G is a planar 9raph on n (n>~4) vertices whose all faces are quadri- 
laterals then G contains at least three vertices o f  degree <~3. 
Theorem. Let G be a planar 9raph on n (n>~4) vertices whose all faces are quadri- 
laterals and Vr and vb any two non-adjacent vertices o f  G (we assume Vr is colored 
red and Vb blue). Then edoes of  G can be partitioned into red and blue ones so that 
red ones form a spannin# tree Tr o f  G - Vb and blue ones a spannin# tree Tb oJ 
G - Yr. 
Proof. We call Tr the red and Tb the blue tree. A vertex of G is red (resp. blue) if it 
belongs to Tr (resp. Tb). A vertex is red-blue if it belongs to both Tr and Tb. Thus, Or 
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is only red and Vb is only blue vertex in G. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 4 
the assertion is obvious. Assume that it holds for each graph on less than n (n > 4) 
vertices and consider a graph G on n vertices. Let u (u ~ Vr, Vb) be a vertex of G of 
degree ~< 3 existing by Lemma 2. 
(a) d(u)= 2. Let uvl,uv2 be the edges and UVlXV2U, UVlyV2u the faces incident with 
u. Since G ~ C4 each of vertices vl and v2 has degree />3. It implies that all faces 
of G - u are quadrilaterals. By induction hypothesis G - u can be partitioned into 
trees T~' and T~. Now no matter what kind of vertices vl and v: are (red, blue or red- 
blue) we can always color the edges uvl and uv2 so that obtained trees Tr and Tb are 
desired. 
(b) d(u)= 3. Let UVl,UV2,UV3 be the edges and UVlXV2U, uv2yv3u, uv3zVlU the faces 
incident with u. 
First assume that all vertices x, y , z  are distinct. Since no triangle can be partitioned 
into disjoint quadrilaterals whose vertices are vertices of the triangle and some its inner 
points, xy, yz, zx ~ E(G). Suppose that one of vertices x, y,z ,  is red-blue and there is 
no edge connecting it with the opposite vertex of the hexagon VlXV2yv3z. W.l.o.g. we 
may assume that it is x. Then xv3 ~_ E(G). Denote by G" the graph obtained from 
G deleting the edges xvl and xv2 and identifying vertices u and x. Since each face of 
G" is a quadrilateral it can be partitioned into two trees T~" and T~', where V(T~') = 
V(G" -Vb)  and V(Tb' )= V(G" -Vr) .  I f  edges UVl and uv2 are colored differently in 
G", say uvl red and uv2 blue, we color XVl red and xv2 blue obtaining the required 
trees Tr = T~' + XVl and Tb = T~' + xv2 in G. Therefore, assume that uvl and uv2 
are monocolored, say red. Then one of vertices vl and v2, say vl, is red-blue. As u is 
also a red-blue vertex there is the unique blue u - Vl path P in G". If  P contains uv3 
we color xvl and xv2 blue and red, respectively. I f  not we color both edges XVl and 
xv2 red and recolor uvl blue. It is routine to check that obtained trees Tr = T~' + xvl, 
Tb = T b' + xv2 in the first case and Tr = T~" - U/)l + XVl ---]-x/32, Tb = Tb' + uu I in the 
second are required. 
Now assume that none of vertices x, y ,z  satisfies the condition above. Since at most 
one of edges xv3,yvl,zv2 can exist we may assume w.l.o.g, that x is a red-blue, y 
is the red, z is the blue vertex, xv3 E E(G)  and yvl f[ E(G). Then each face of the 
graph G'" obtained from G deleting edges yv2 and yv3 and identifying y and u is a 
quadrilateral. By induction hypothesis G'" can be decomposed into trees Tr" and Tb" 
where V(T;") = V(G'" - z) and V(Tb") = V(G'" - y). Coloring all edges incident 
with y red and recoloring the edge uv3 blue we obtain the decomposition of G into 
trees Tr and Tb where V(Tr )= V(G-  z) and V(Tb)= V(G-  y). 
Suppose that two of vertices x ,y ,z ,  say y and z, coincide. Then d(v3) = 2. If  l) 3 
is red-blue we finish the proof as in case (a). I f  x is red-blue we proceed as above. 
So, we may assume that {v3,x} = {Vr, Vb}. Let v3 = vr, x = Vb. By the induction 
hypothesis the graph G iv = G - v3 can be decomposed into trees Tr TM and T~ v where 
V(T~ v) = V(G TM -x )  and V(Td v) = V(G Iv -  u). Then edges UVl ,UV 2 are colored 
red and edges xvl,xv2, blue. It implies that edges yvi, yv2 are colored differently; say 
yvl, red and yv2, blue. Now coloring v3u and v3y red and recoloring uvl blue we 
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get from Tr TM and T TM the desired trees Tr and Tb, where V(Tr) = V(G-  x) and 
V(Tb) ~- V(G - v3). 
If x = y - - z  then V(G) = {u,x, vl,v2, v3}, E(G) = {uvl,uv2,uv3,xvl,xvz,xv3} and 
the statement holds trivially. [] 
The author wishes to thank Carsten Thomassen and the referee for valuable remarks 
and comments. 
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